The following three sonnets are composed for entertainment and dopamine release. You should replace each question mark except one with an alphanumeric character. Some answers are case-sensitive: do not confuse upper and lower case. Example: To the question 1000 meters = ?? the answer km is correct, Km, kM or KM are not. Sometimes there is a covert question behind the overt one. Finding the right answer does not imply that you know the hidden question. For the correct spelling of the answer you should sometimes find the covert question. You may use all information available on the Internet (you will need it). Do not discuss the items with others or publish this copyrighted material on any medium. If you send me your answers, I will tell you your raw score. You may only make one submission. Have fun and some ΕΥΡΗΚΑ experience.

1. AUQUE DIGITS ?
2. AUQUE SYLLABLES ???
3. AUQUE CARDINAL ?????-???
4. AUQUE ORDINAL ?????-?????
5. EXTRA LARGE INFORMATION INTERCHANGE ????
6. EIGHT MILLION BINARY DIGITS ??
7. Voiced palato-alveolar Fricative (Digraph) ??
8. TO DIE (Japanese) ???? ??
9. OCTOBER TENTH, X ??????
10. C/s + C/s = ??
11. SIX BY NINE = ??, ???
12. AUQUE_{-1/2} = ?
13. QUOTIENT, BARREL, GALLON ??
14. PRODUCT, FG, BOARD GAME ??
15. EDISON, INVENTORS, WAGS IN SCIENCE ? ??
16. EINSTEIN, CIRCLE, THREE SONNETS ? ??
17. CAROLUS MAGNUS, CASA NOVA, CHILDREN'S BOOK ? ??
18. TOWEL, GEEK, NEW HOPE ? ??
19. AUQUE RESISTOR COLOR CODE ?????? ??? ?????
20. 64, 320, 832, 1600, ????
21. ANE, ANE, TEN, HUNDRED, MYRIOD, TEN MILLIAN, ???????
22. UN, DEC, ????, MILL
23. CL, CCC, DCCL, MD, ??
24. MMMCCXXXVII, CXXVI, ???, II
25. PKΘ, ΣΝΗ, ΤΠΖ, ΦΙϹ, ???
26. ΝΘ, ΡΙΗ, ΣΛϹ, ??
27. ONE, FOUR, ???, SIXTEEN, TWENTY-FIVE, THIRTY-SIX
28. ONE, ONE, TWO, THREE, ???, EIGHT, THIRTEEN
29. DNA, 25924 ?, ????
30. DOOR (Translation into Semitic) ????
31. NUN (Translation from Semitic) ????
32. OX (Translation into Semitic) ????
33. ESOTERIC REVERSAL HOUSE RESIDENT ?????
34. GENTLE HOLISTIC DETECTIVE ????
35. MATER, VIRGO, SEAS ?????
36. MOONCALF, MOON OF URANUS ???????
37. WHEEL, CHURCH, SHIP ???
38. HAND, TREE, SUNDAY ????
39. OVERCOAT, BELL, INVISIBILITY ?????
40. BALANCE, POUND, CONSTELLATION ????
41. ASTERIX, FOOTNOTE, BIRTH ?
42. OBELIX, FOOTNOTE, DEATH ??????